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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all. Q. No. 1 is

compulsory. Attempt the other four questions

selecting from Q. No. 2 to Q. No. 8, at least

one question from each Section of your

syllabus.

7. What care do you take in planning and

preparing your company's profile for

presentation before company's Board of

Governors ? 20

8. (a) Explain the importance of the following

in the context of an interview : 2×5=10

(i) Academic and Professional

Knowledge

(ii) Document Portfolio.

(b) Classify and explain the types of Resume.

10
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1. Attempt any ten of the following : 2×10=20

(i) Any two misuse of Body Language

(ii) Objective of Group Discussion

(iii) Describe personal hygiene

(iv) Any four dos of interpersonal

communication with owners

(v) Table manners

(vi) Importance of Eye Contact

(vii) Essentials of an Official Meeting

(viii) Seminar as a special presentation

(ix) First four sentences of self introduction

as game changer in an interview

(x) Two tips to develop clarify of thought

(xi) Classify dress code

(xii) Define self planning.

Section A

2. Is meaningful conversation an art ? What

important role does it play in effective

personality ? Analyse your own personality at

the level of your present communication. Can

you learn the art of listening to improve your

personality ? How ? 20

3. Describe and explain etiquettes and their

importance in an overall personality

development. Throw light on their use and

misuse with enough hypothetical examples

from professional life. 20

Section B

4. What do you understand by interpersonal

skills ? What are the dos and don'ts of dealing

with your customers and suppliers ? 20

5. How do you describe team behaviour in a

group discussion ? Explain the various skills

showing good team behaviour during group

discussion. 20

Section C

6. What are the major types of employment

interviews ? Explain all of them. Also enlist

different kinds of questions one may expect in

a behavioural interview. 20
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